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Subject Content Supporting your child at home 

English This half term we will begin with a unit on poetry 
which focuses on how poems are made up of 
descriptive language, the use of verbs and 
adjectives.  
Our non fiction unit will be based on writing a 
report and the features that need to be included, 
we will base this around an activity that will take 
place in the forest school area. 
We continue with the focus of writing careful 
sentences using capitalisation, and full stops, we 
will look more at editing our work for missing 
words and spellings. 
We will then look at the narrative story of Little 
Red Riding hood again continuing the focus of 
descriptive language to describe characters and 
their actions.  
In our guided reading sessions we will continue 
to look at short extracts from a range of stories 
focussing on developing skills of making 
connections- how we can make our own links to 
the story, asking questions, clarifying – helping 
us to understand words we are not sure of. 
 

Continue to support your child with their 
reading, ask questions about what they have 
read, talk about the key characters in their 
stories and think about how they have been 
described. 
 
When reading check your child understands 
the meanings of different words they come 
across, this helps your child to understand 
the meaning of what has been read much 
clearer. Eg shed (although they know what a 
shed is, can it be explained) a small building 
used for storing things.  
 
Helping to support fine motor skills is also a 
good way to support handwriting, use 
playdough, sewing, drawing and cutting 
activities. If you want to you can look at the 
handwriting policy saved on the schools 
website. 
 

Maths This half term we will be focusing on: 

 Subtraction using numbers to 20 and using 

strategies such as think 10 to help support 

breaking down a calculation into smaller parts. 

 Equality and balance, reinforcing how teen 

numbers are made of a ten and some more 

and different ways of making the same teen 

number. 

 Problem solving, using worded problems and 

how to find a calculation within them, 

 Comparison, the difference between numbers, 

more, less, fewer 

 Money, using coins to 20p, ordering, counting 

and comparing amounts. 

 

Maths games for KS1 
BBC Bitesize Maths 
 
Hit the Button 
 
Continue adding or subtracting small 
amounts to practise the skills of adding how 
many more and the total, subtracting how 
many less and how many do we have left. 
 
Practise counting to and from 20 and 
recognise how teen numbers are formed of 1 
ten and some more.  
Practise writing teen numbers as quite often 
children hear the number seventeen and will 
put the seven first (71) reinforce the ten must 
come first and then the bit more. (17) 

Science Our science topic this half term is animals, we 
will be looking at the different ways scientists can 
group animal bv classification. We will classify 
animals by similarities, animal families 
(Mammals, birds, fish, reptiles and amphibians) 
and by diet (Herbivore, Carnivore and Omnivore) 
this information will be put together to help us 
think about how we look after our pets and what 
they need in order to survive and be healthy. 
 

When you are out and about or watching TV 
ask your child different questions on the 
animals they see, can they tell you which 
animal group they belong to, what foods they 
eat and what category this would be under. 
The use of the correct vocabulary helps to 
ensure a good understanding and recall of 
the science groupings which will help them 
ready for further learning on the topic. 
A really useful website is Animals - KS1 
Science - BBC Bitesize which covers a lot of 
what is being taught this half term in a fun 
way through videos 

Computing In computing this half term we will continue with 
practising basic computer skills such as logging 
on and off, using a track pad and keyboard.  
We will also be using a site called sketchpad to 
learn the skills for drawing pictures and using the 

 

Sketchpad - Draw, Create, Share! 
 

http://www.crickweb.co.uk/ks1numeracy
http://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/ks1/maths/
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/hit-the-button
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z6882hv
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z6882hv
https://sketch.io/sketchpad/


different effects such as paint fill, erasing, 
printing to try and replicate some work by 
different artists. 

If you can use the link to encourage your 
child to draw a range of different pictures and 
become familiar with what each tab can do. 

Design & 
Technology 

This half term we will be looking at free standing 
structures. We will begin by exploring how we 
can create different structures that do not fall 
over by using simple building equipment and 
move onto evaluating how real structures are 
designed such as swings or bridges. Our task 
will be to make a structure that can stand up 
unaided using a range of techniques such as 
making joins, stabilising a structure to ensure it is 
strong and stiff enough for its purpose as well as 
looking at how shapes are used to support the 
structure. 

 
Practise making structures at home using 
different materials or building blocks (not 
lego) talk about how if the structure has a 
wider base, how it supports the top layers 
from falling. 
Use cardboard to cut and join together to 
make an object for a toy, this could be a 
chair for a bear or a swing for a character 
toy. 
 

History Our unit of work this half term is local history, we 
will begin by looking at changes to the school 
itself and then focusing on changes that have 
taken place within Hemel Hempstead. We will 
explore the differences between the old town and 
Marlowes as well as looking at recent changes 
and developments to Gadebridge park. 

Talk to your child about some of the changes 
you know about in the history of Hemel 
Hempstead, this can be done through simple 
conversations as you walk or drive around. 
Did you know the Kodak building used to be 
office blocks for the camera company 
Kodak? Etc. 

Geography  
Not taught this half term. 

 

Art & 
Design 

 
Not taught this half term 

 

Music We will be learning the song ‘ Round and Round’ 
a Bossa Nova Latin style song. This will be 
accompanied by listening to and appraising a 
range of other Latin style songs.  
● Livin’ La Vida Loca (Latin/Pop) by Ricky Martin 
● March Of The Empire ( Film music) by John 
Williams  
● It Had Better Be Tonight ( Latin/Big Band Jazz) 
by Michael Bublé  
● Why Don’t You ( Big Band/Dance) by 
Gramophonedzie  
● Oye Como Va (Latin/Jazz) by Santana 

 
There is a lovely BBC music lessons that 
focus around the story of Little red riding 
Hood, each lesson is taught by a presenter 
and is easy to follow. 

Primary Music KS1: Little Red Riding Hood - 
BBC Teach 
 

PE This half term Year 1 will be working on their 
skills in two sports, Football and Tag Rugby.  
They will be learning the basics of each sport 
both as an individual and as part of a team.  
These skills sessions will be vital moving 
forwards through the school, enabling them to 
take part in small sided games and match 
scenarios.   

Talk about the importance of team games 
and being part of a team, remind your child 
that it is not all about the winning but the 
taking part and having fun. 
Many children have joined different teams, 
these do not always have to be sport based 
but eben a gymnastics or dance club work 
together as a team. 
Encourage your child to have at least 10 
minutes of exercise a day where possible, 
walking to school, walking a dog, cycling or 
even playing in the park. 

RE This unit of works focusses on ‘care’ and is 
taught through a range of different stories from 
the bible. We will look at the importance of the 
message in each story and how this can relate to 
all of us in our lives. 
We will also look at what Easter really means 
and the message of what Jesus gave up for love. 

 

Christianity - KS1 Religious Education - BBC 
Bitesize 
This website has lots of videos on what we 
have already taught in RE as well as some 
good bible stories and facts all about Easter. 
 

PSHE This half term we look at the power of 
forgiveness and why forgiving someone is so 
important when they have done something to 
upset us. We will think about how our heart feels 

Talk to your child about what went well and 
what went wrong at school.  
Use chalk faces to help understand their 
emotions- if something has gone wrong draw 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/school-radio/music-ks1-little-red-riding-hood-index/zryw8xs
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/school-radio/music-ks1-little-red-riding-hood-index/zryw8xs
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zdykjxs/resources/1
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zdykjxs/resources/1
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when something has upset us and look at ways 
of building resilience and strategies to overcome 
emotional upset. This also links to our thrive 
work on taking responsibility for our actions. 
Our key message is ‘Don’t hold to what’s wrong!’ 

a chalk face to show the emotion, then talk 
about how the problem can be fixed and how 
we would feel if everything was better again. 
Wash away the first chalk face with water 
and then draw a new chalk face to show how 
they will feel if they resolve the problem. 

 

Please ensure your child has their PE kit in school every day in case of unavoidable changes to the timetable. 
If they use it for an after school activity, please make sure their kit is returned the following day. Please make 
sure every item of PE kit is named.  
Please ensure water bottles are in school and do not contain Juice. Water helps to feed the brain whereas the 
sugar in juice can slow it down. 
 
Thank you for your continued support. 
 
Ms Matthews and Mrs Aziz 


